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The pyrethrum, of which two species are
frequent here, is bitter, and accounted tonic,
stimulant, and anti-hysteric. As such I
have seen it administered in infusion with
some advantage. Having extended these
observations much beyond my original de-
sign, I will now endeavour to bring them to
a conclusion. There are many other plants,
growing in this neighbourhood, which have
been advantageously employed both as ex-
ternal and internal agents. Thus fomenta-
tions, composed of chickweed and groundsel,
are highly useful in phlegmonous inflamma-
tions, and are often substituted, in cases of
this nature, for poppy-heads and chamomile.
Tea composed of brooklime, sweet-docks,
nettles, &c., is in great demand for the erup-
tive affections appearing in the spring of the
year, and towards the dispersion of which
it materially contributes. The lower orders

frequently have recourse to this remedy,
either at their own suggestion or at that of
some practitioner : it serves to cool the

system, and, in the language of the humoral
pathologists, expels a mass of humours from
the body. This tea invariably operates as a
diuretic, and often as a diaphoretic.
Many of the cruciferae flourish here ;

amongst which I may mention the brassica,
cardamine, sinapis, and sisymbrium. The e
stimulant effects of these herbs depend on
the essential oil which they contain, and
which is very remarkable in the seeds of
.the mustard, and in the roots of the horse-
’radish. Several of them become mild and
.mucilaginous by cultivation, and then their
roots and leaves are used as food. The
.cabbage and turnip afford examples of this.
The antiscorbutic virtues of the cruciferous
_plants, as well as their power in affecting
resication, would seem, in a great measure,
to depend on their essential oil. The mem-
bers of this family are all innocent. They
,contain a portion of azote, a principle more
,peculiar to animal than vegetable life; and
hence arises the foetid smell from these
plants when decaying. The fixed oil found
in many of them may be extracted by grind-
,ing. The seeds of the mustard, after hav-
ing undergone this process, are stated to

.have their powers as sinapisms considerably

.augmented. They are reported to contain

sulphur. On the presence of nitrogen
seems to depend their power of generating
- ammonia, when undergoing the putrefactive
fermentation. As antiscorbutics, and in dis-
pelling periodic eruptions, they assist the
- other plants which I have mentioned ; and in
all likelihood it would be to the advantage
of society generally, if the cruciferae were
more commonly employed both as medicines
and as food.

The leaves of the veronica beccabunga
remain all the winter, but are in greatest
perfection in that season when they are most
useful.

I have thus completed my remarks on the
indigenous medical plants of this district;
and though much more might have been
added, without any attempt, on mypart, to
spin out the paper, yet I have thought it
preferable to rest content with the little
which has been said. It will be seen how
important the subject is, and I trust it will
not fail to enlist labourers in the field,
where so rich a harvest awaits their enjoy.
ment, and where much remains for the in.
dustrious to accomplish. Would physicians
write the medical botany of those places in
which they reside, how soon should we
become possessed of a perfect and highly
valuable catalogue of all the medicinal pro.
ductions of Great Britain ! Leaving its

utility, in a medical point of view, out of
the question, no one will or can deny, that
it is fraught with immense interest, in
whatever light we choose to consider it,
and it only requires but a very moderate
share of our attention to discover the mine
of riches which it contains. It is not be.
cause we are so well supplied with foreign
drugs, that we are to despise the produc&middot;
tions of our native land ; it is not because
those foreign medicines are so powerful,
that our own should prove inferior to them;but it is probable that if as much attention
had been paid to our native sanatives as
has been to those imported from abroad,
we should now have possessed medicines
equally powerful, and with this additional

advantage, that they might be produced in
the vicinity of our dwellings. Such, how.
ever, is the fact, that, with a very few ex-
eeptions, we have, for a long series of years,
been in the habit of treating native diseases,
not by native but by foreign remedies, and
this, too, to the exclusion of indigenous
productions, which had nothing to condemn
them but our own caprice. This being the
case, it is to be hoped that these observe
tiens will have their due weight in the
minds of my medical brethren; and should
I but draw the attention of a single indivi-
dual to this part of my subject, any labour
which I may have undergone in bringing it
before them, will be amply repaid.

Elland, near Halifax, May 25,1841.

ON VACCINATION IN INDIA.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SiR:&lstrok;If the following few facts observed

in vaccination are by you considered of
sufficient importance, I beg you will give
them a place in your widely-circulated
Periodical.
They are from notes which accidentally

escaped the destruction of many other
papers and were collected between the
years 1825 and 1829, while I was vaccina.
tor (or superintendent of vaccination) over
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a very extensive territory. My operations
were, however, limited to the province be-
tween Bombay and the Government domi-
nion, and the mountain range and the sea ;
for I found ample occupation in this the
Southern Konkem. The numbers vacci-
nated varied ; latterly it was above thirty
thousand in the year. In fact, it became so
great, that there was no limit to the num-
ber that could then be vaccinated, except
the two natural ones-of the amount of

means, and the number protected from
variola. My establishment consisted of
four native vaccinators, four apprentices or
juniors, and six peans. The duty of the
latter was to attend to the instructions of
the vaccinators and apprentices qualified to
act by themselves, to give notice of vacci-
nating days to the villages, and assist in col-
lecting the children. No compulsion was
permitted. At first I found the Brahmins
very generally opposed to it, affirming that
it was not in accordance with their religious
tenets, and the Wanees, or higher merchant
class, followed in their wake. The Mous-
sulmins again opposed it on the grounds of
fatalism ; but being constantly amongst the
people, reasoning with them, and showing
the good effect resulting from the operation,
their prejudices gradually gave way, and
the Brahmins finally became amongst the
most eager to accept the proffered boon.

Indeed, and it may show how, in a brief
space of time, religious prejudice even may
be placed in abeyance. When-I first began
my wanderings amongst them, if I touched
a Brahminee child, the child, and also the
person holding it, if it were in arms, required
ablution ; and long before I quitted the ap-
pointment, I have often been wearied with
the numbers of these children put into my
arms for good luck.
The appointment of four vaccinators, with

an establishment as above-mentioned, was
made, I think, in 1822 or 1823, by that ta-
lented and excellent man, the Honourable
Mountstuart Elphinstone, then the enlight-
ened governor of Bombay. In 1824 it was
made a condition of holding the situation
that the medical officer (by rank an assistant-
surgeon) should be a linguist in one, at

least, of the native languages. The dis-
tricts were far too large (I never was able to
attend to above a third of mine) ; but if the
success of the experiment was in other divi-
sions at all commensurate with that in the
Southern Konkem, it has seemed to me that
only two reasons could be advanced for not
increasing very largely the number of ap-
pointments ; the one financial, the.other the
paucity of medical officers in the establish-
ment. The scale of remuneration fixed by
Mr. Elphinstone’s government was liberal,
but not too high, for the appointment was
a very laborious one: and in a country
where there are no places of accommodation,
as inns, &c., involved great exposure, and

was attended by very considerable expense.
The salary of fi00 rupees, six hundred per
mensem, was reduced in 1829 to 350 rupees;
to vahich is to be added subsistence-money
a net pay of two rupees per diem.
Some inquiry was attempted now some

years ago in Bombay, relative to vaccina-
tion, and I handed in these notes, as convey-
ing something new, to add to the mass al-

ready known ; the expected information,
however, was not obtained, and these were
laid on the shelf. My last batch of pe-
riodicals gives me a review of the report of
the vaccination section of the Provincial
Medical Association ; and as there are some
facts in these notes which are not noticed
there, and seem not known to the profes-
sion, I have got them returned, and now
transmit them to you. I remain, Sir, your
obedient servant (and a subscriber to your
LANCET of many years),

ALEXANDER DUNCAN, Surgeon.
Dapoolie, Bombay Presidency,

April 14, 1841.

P. S.-When I was at the neighbouring
hills, I was informed that there was difficulty
in producing vaccine there, and that the
vesicle was very generally smaller than in
the low country, and with a more confined
variola. It was so in one of my children.
Is this the case in other elevated regions, as
Switzerland? I hope some of your readers
will be able to inform us of this. The three

principal stations in this finest climate in
the world, are Potacamand, Kotagharry, and
Connoor, at altitudes respectively of about
7400, 6570, and 5886 feet.

First. Vaccination varies no less than
three days in the time required for the per-
fecting of its vesicle. It may be a day in
advance of its proper period, or one or two
in retardation. I have been at considerable
pains to ascertain these points fully. In the
first case there could be no doubt of accu-
racy-there was the vesicle perfect before
its time. In the second case, although it
might be accounted for by a supposed re-
tardation of absorption of the virus, still
that this was not always the case was ma-
nifest by its occurrence in whole families,
as brothers and sisters, or as grandinothers
and their descendants (in one case including
the great-grandmother), vaccinated at the
same time and place as hundreds of others ;
thus showing it to be constitutional and

hereditary. The retardation is more fre-

quent than the acceleration, and of one than
of two days. The lymph from either pro.
duces in others the usual phenomena.

Second. Vaccinia and variola are com-

patible with each other, until the period of
maturation of either, and then the other
decays along with it. Thus, the contagion
of small-pox may have been imbibed for
days prior to vaccination being practised,

ALEXANDER DUNCAN, Surgeon.
Dapoolie, Bombay Presidency,
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and yet this latter may amount to a full se- sufficiently tested. I am of opinion that

curity against its principal evils. After I tepid is the best state, and milk the better
had clearly discovered this law, had seen vehicle.
the variolous eruption proceeding and the It is said by able physiologists that the
vaccine progressing, in several cases, each cuticle should be slightly raised in vaccinat.
disease unaffected by the other, until the ing, but no blood ever be drawn. Here is
conclusion of the eighth or beginning of the theory, but it is at variance with the success
ninth day, of the latter I was then able to of practice. The most expert vaccinators I
give a favourable prognosis, even in severe had ever seen, both in speed of operation
confluent cases; i. e., when the vaccine was and success in result, were the four senior
in such time that its eighth day should su- natives in employment where Iwas appointed
pervene ere the desiccation of the variola superintendent. I had tried my hand on a
should commence. The progress of the good many hundreds before, but these men
small-pox was invariably arrested in such beat me out and out; so I set to work and
case, and the eruption died away, like any soon equalled them. I have frequently timed
other cutaneous disease that had sustained ourselves, and including delays for the flow
a cure; and there was either no fever, or a of lymph, and opening new vesicles, not

very slight one, arising from the extensive hurrying, but working deliberately, we made
irritation the system had previously suffered. six and a half punctures in the minute. Did
It had, in fact, lost its specific character of we avoid drawing blood? Assuredly not.

variola, and all danger was over. We did not wish to see it stream, but we
I witnessed this result in a considerable liked to see a drop or two ; and this I know,

number of cases. In a young Brahminee that the experiment with the cuticle only
(about sixteen or eighteen) the variola was slightly raised, or the cutis very slightly
a severe confluent, and her parents and penetrated, were not attended with that suc-
friends, and even a skilful vaccinator, were cess in our hands that the deeper puncture
fully persuaded she must die ; as five of her was. It seems to have escaped attention
brothers and sisters, and a mother and her that this deeper puncture cuts more absorb.
two children, had recently done in this same ents, and passes the mouths of more also than
house. I pointed out in the midst of the the more superficial, and thus affords a better
variola on the arms, the vaccine vesicles dis. chance of immediate absorption. Whoever
tinctly pitted in their centres, and told them has advanced the opinion that a very slight
these would save her; that the symptoms puncture by the poisonous fang of a serpent
would be as those they had seen in the is of necessity more deadly than a deep one?
others till the end of the eighth day from Just so in this ; should the blood flow freely,
vaccination, or beginning of the ninth, and it may wash away the matter. It does not
that from that time she would recover ; and, always, but it may ; but never mind its ap-
to their astonishment, it was so. Her face pearing; a moderately deep puncture affords
was tender, and scarred at first ; but some the better chance of success, but not a

months afterwards a very great improvement straight downward one, it should be oblique
had taken place, and I was not without or sloping.
hope that the scarring would in time entirely There is a tact in vaccinating. No new
disappear, hand had the same success as the old. The

Failure with Dry Lymph.-I have no doubt new took more time, were at much more
that failures from the use of dried lymph are pains, but for all this they failed much more
very generally owing to the minute quantity frequently. We usually made three punc.
laid on the glass, or point. The quantity tures with one charge, keeping the point of
that might be amply sufficient for the pro- the lancet sloping downwards. A superin.
duction of several vesicles, if used in its tending surgeon denied the possibility (and
fresh liquid state, may not when dried up he had vaccinated largely himself-here,
be sufficient for one. For, first, it is next to again, was theory-for he had not tried it)
impossible to introduce the whole of it. of raising three vesicles with one charge. I
Secondly, it may not be so immediately or showed it to him in practice. We rarely
completely absorbed. Thirdly, a portion, failed. Sometimes, indeed, only two came
though not the whole of it, may be deterio- forward, and at times the system would not
rated and inert; and hence there may not take the disease. It was usual to make
be a sufficiency for the production of even three punctures in each arm of those abeve
one vesicle, whereas if a larger quantity six months old, and four in grown-up people.
were laid down, there would be more to Whenever the arm was done, pretty strong
work upon, and a better chance of success. pressure rapidly over each puncture with
This I know, in an extensive experience, the shoulder of the lancet was made ; this
that I failed very frequently with the small, certainly tended to repress bleeding, and
and very rarely with the large quantity. probably to promote absorption.
As to the best vehicle for softening and There is a beauty in the vaccine vesicle,

diluting the dried lymph (or the scab), whe- of deg1’ee. Take a hundred arms, with their
ther water or milk, and whether cold, hot, complement of vesicles, and all perfect;
or tepid, I do not think even this has been out of these, some few, say ten or twelve,
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will be more beautiful than the others ; and
compare these, also, with each other, and
a few will be found more beautiful than the
rest. I would select the most beautiful to
vacciuate from, and yet I know not if it be
of any consequence. In taking the lymph,
the lancet was entered at the base of the

vesicle, and worked so as to cut the cells all
round at the base, but leaving the cuticle
entire, except where the lancet entered. The
first lymph had usually a little blood with it,
and was put aside ; then it came quite pure,
and continued to flow for some time. ’Ve
bad to wait now and then a minute or so to
give it time. It goes on secreting very ra-
pidly when thus treated ; and this secretion
is proved by its effects to be equally effica-
cious with the lymph that was contained in
the vesicle when first opened.
Vaccinating from 1200 to 3600 in the

month, in a rugged country of rock and hill,
and ravine, and petty villages, it was out of
the question that separate and minute in-
structions could be given to the individuals.
General rules were therefore given, and
these were generally, certainly, if not al-
ways, attended to. Thus, as it is well the

arm, when vaccinated, should not be washed
for a day or two, nor rubbed nor bruised
for the whole period; and as a favourite
mode of drying children is to seize them by
the arms and swing them round, so the rule
was laid down that no ablution of a vacci-
nated person should be made for eight days.
The rule was attended to ; it came to be
thought a necessary thing, and I know no
evil that arose from it, but am certain that
in very many eases it did good, by saving the
arms from being bruised.

Modifying Causes.-It has not appeared to
me that the season has any decided effect on
the vaccine; but there are circumstances
which have. If the person from whom the

lymph is to be taken has travelled so as to
be suffering from fatigue, or is oppressed by
the heat of the day, or by hunger, or by fear,
either total failure may occur, or the result
may be an impure disease from a pure one
(i. e. pure till that moment). I do not say
the result will always be such, I know it is
not so; but I have seen enough to know
there is a risk, and a considerable one, too ;
I except that sort of dread that is manifested
by kicking and roaring, unless very long-
continued. But everything that exhausts
the cerebral energy, has seemed to me occa- i
sionally to produce a deterioration of the I
i f)rr!ne secretion. It is a subject worthy of i
the I ullest investigation. Perhaps many of
the failures so often occurring may be trace-
able to this source ; i.e., from a perfect vesicle
lymph may have been used, taken off under
circumstances of cerebral distress, and give
rise to spurious disease. One day I rode
into a small village, and found the whole of
the vaccinated with spurious vesicles. I
went into the neighbouring one, and here all

! were perfect: they were vaccinated on the
! same day from one child. The vaccinator
was pressed for time, and having finished

the latter hasted away, in the heat of the
day, and without giving the child time to

, rest and to take food, to the other.
Efficacy.-The efficacy of vaccination im

the Southern Konkem was perfectly satis-
factory. When small-pox appeared in any
village, and the vaccine was sent thither

and fully established, then the former was
completely arrested. Of this the people
were latterly fully aware. In the Sawunt
territory, the Muharatta doctor of a large
straggling town ridiculed the idea of our
preventing the contagious variola by our
process, and that he would show us how to
produce the proper preventive disease. I
desired him to wait for two months after I
was done with the place. He then inocu-
lated above two hundred, of whom some
had swollen arms in consequence, and some
had an eruption of miliary-looking vesicles,
chiefly in the arms, but not one had small-
pox, or anything like it. The man very
feelingly remonstrated with me, that I had
taken the bread out of his mouth; for if
small-pox had broken out in that town,*
then most of those, in whom we had put our
charm, would have been brought to him, and
inoculated at from half a rupee to three
rupees, and sometimes five or more each.

Inoculation of small-pox was extensively
practised in all the Southern Konkem. In
the northern and central parts the common
potters were the performers ; and hence the
inoculated went by the name of potters-
pock ; in the southern part I found the corn-
mon doctors perform it; it is most clumsily
but efficaciously done. A portion of skin
below the elbow on the palmar aspect is
abraded with a piece of broken earthen-
ware, and then a small quantity of cotton
well imbued with the virus is tied on firmly.
It very frequently leaves a large permanent
scar.

This practice must be of considerable an-
tiquity, and may have originated amongst
themselves. But that is conjecture. I
was unable to trace it to any date or source ;
but it is managed with great practical good
sense, such, indeed, as was never in force in
our own country ; for it is not permitted to
be done in any t:illage until small-pox has first
appeared therein and hence the disease is
not carried the length and the breadth of the
country by inoculation, as it too often was
with us ; and they are very strict in prevent-
ing communication with infected sillages.
Such, indeed, are placed in quarantine-a.
quarantine that is founded on opinion, ’and
very rarely, I am confident, knowingly trans-

* I had him instructed in vaccination,
and informed him where he could always
get a supply of vaccine, if he by chance
had it not.
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gressed. The disapprobation that would

universally fall on the transgressor, would
render his life irksome to him. I was once
solicited to get a man hanged, as the English
put people, even Brahmins, to death in that
way for murder, for an infraction of the rule.
Serious, indeed, were its consequences. He
had unwillingly (I believe) come in travel-
ling into an infected village and slept there,
and then came into a l3rahmin’s in another :
it was one of those houses, or accumulation
of houses under one roof, where many fami-
lies dwell. Five young persons of one fa-
mily, and the mother and two children of

another, fell victims to the disease at its
outset. The complainant, the widower, and
near relative of the others, urged that his
guest’s conduct had been as criminal as that
of a slayer of men, and pathetically mourned
the havoc that ensued from it.

I mention this merely to show the strong
opinion that is held on the subject ; of course
I could give no redress, or inflict any punish-
ment. The spread of the disease was

speedily arrested by the rapid and extensive
introduction of the vaccine ; and here I had
several opportunities of observing the fact
already mentioned, of the two diseases pro-
ceeding simultaneously till about the close
of the eighth day of the vaccine, when both
begin to cease. It was here that the con-
fiuent case occurred in the Brahminee young
lady mentioned above.

I may mention, that it is of some conse.
quence in vaccinating that the touch should
be perfectly sharp ; failures are more fre-
quent when it is not ; even those sharpened
at our own stones do not answer perfectly ;
they are sharp, but not so smooth as out of
the hands of the makers ; they do not last
well, and they soon rust. It would seem
that any roughness in the instrument the
poisoned wound is made with, is against the
absorption of the poison ; the best for the
coast are Stoddarts’ Wootz, or Indian steel
lancets ; each of them is worth at least three
or four of any other kind ; they are so hard
that they keep their edge long, and they do
not rust near so rapidly. This steel was
imitated, but the imitation was faulty; I
detected it in use, and made the Stoddarts
acquainted with the fact, i.e. of its not being
the same, and not at all so good. It would

seem, they supposed, they could form an

equal compound to the original by com-
bining the various ingredients which che-
mistry had discovered it to consist of ; as
this was not the case, they, of course, were
to abide by the original. The silver steel
does not answer at all well &uacute;n this coast; 

Iit blackens and rusts very fast.

P.S.-It being now proved that vaccinia
is only variola, modified by passing through
the genus taurus, perhaps, also, the transit
into a milder and more rapidly-progressing
disease, may not the explanation of the two

running their course together for a time be,
that as the modified runs its course so much
more speedily than the original, so, having
once taken effect, its preventive power is
shown in destroying the virulence of the
original at the time of its becoming perfect r

Vaccinated in 1828 in the Southern Konkem.

ON THE

INJURIES TO HEALTH

OCCASIONED BY

BREATHING IMPURE AIR IN CLOSE
APARTMENTS.

By Dr. ELMORE.

NOTWITHSTANDING the various inventions
and improvements which distinguish the age
we live in, it is lamentable to observe what
little attention has been paid to the ventila-
tion of apartments in which we are destined
to pass the greater portion of our lives, and
in which a constant and well-regulated
supply of the element we breathe is so es-
sential to mental enjoyment, as well the-
sustention and prolongation of life.

This inattention can only be accounted for
either by the want of education in the major
part of that class of persons who call them-
selves builders, and who content themselves
with executing their work, and getting it off
their hands with as little expense and loss
of time as possible ; or an apprehension, on
the part of those who aspire to the more
elevated designation of architects, that the
introduction of anything new would expose
them to the charge of a want of taste, or of
that acquaintance with the style of the
ancients to which it is the fashion so strictly
to adhere, imitation being, in their opinions,
more deserving of commendation than ori-
ginality of design, or a desire to meet the
improvements of the age; and fashion, of
more importance than health. If they con-
struct our doors and windows in so superior
a manner as to exclude every possible par"


